Display Title: Bats, Snakes, Frogs n’ Toads, Butterflies

Designed and Constructed by: A 2007 Class Project
(Known participants: Shelly Penchick, Bill Crawford, Eva Greer, and Linda Young-Bandala) Butterflies – Carol Lidie

Components List:

1. Requires Penn State carrier as the display board,
2. Notebook binder with supporting pictures and graphics. Binder also has other display support documents.
3. Bat box.
4. Toad house display box.
5. Stuffed toys – snake and bat.
6. Assortment of toy rubber and plastic snakes, frogs and toads.

All pictures and title graphics are laminated and have Velcro buttons on the back to attach to the display fabric surface.

Summary of Display Materials:

- Bat: Pictures (4 pieces)
- Snake: Pictures (7 pieces) Copy (5 pieces)
- Frogs: Pictures (3 pieces) Copy (7 pieces)
- Written Script for presentation
- Follow-up questions for each topic
- Wildlife Damage Control sheets – Bat, Snakes
- Fact sheets
- Children Activity Sheets
- Newspaper clippings for each topic

2010 – pictures and information on Butterflies has been added to display components. Review display photo for details.
2010 Additions to display materials